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With two dozen national awards and

“ Vision4Media beautifully

crafted the stories of our life
transforming programs using
the real words of our staff,
volunteers and the people
we serve. They incorporated
these artfully directed
interviews into a series of
powerful DVDs that are a key
component in the success of our
new high-impact program.”
Robert E. Gregg MA, CFRE
Territorial Financial
Development Director
The Salvation Army

over 300 commercial, documentary,
television series and motion pictures
to their credit, the principals at
Vision4Media deliver over three decades
of acclaimed experience to any film,
television, or web-based production.

...a Conscious Filmmaker® Company

Vision4Media, Inc.
633 South Brea Blvd. Suite 205
Brea, CA 92821

(310) 309-2429 - Los Angeles
(714) 529-1600 - Orange County
www.vision4media.com

You

have a
powerful

marketing &
development
tool that
no one
else has...

Your
Story

And

no one

can help you

tell your
story

better than

Vision4Media

T

hink of the most powerful or exciting movie you’ve ever seen. What made
it so captivating? Was it slick special effects? High-priced actors?

Or was it a good story, told well?

At Vision4Media Inc., we believe that there are few things more powerful
than a good story presented in a compelling manner. Whether we’re
working with corporations or charitable organizations, musicians or
star athletes, our specialty is finding the story that makes that person or
organization special, and bringing it to light.

“ The California Association

of Marriage and Family
Therapists, Orange County
Chapter, was looking for a
dynamic film maker that
could capture the essence of
what Marriage and Family
Therapists do. Not an easy task.
After looking long and hard,
we chose Vision4Media. They
eloquently put together an
emotionally touching PSA that
has been successfully used to
reach our target market.”

Your Story, In Your Words
With an extensive portfolio that’s rooted in documentaries, commercials
and reality television, the principals of Vision4Media have spent
years
perfecting the art of the interview. We’re able to weave powerful
stories using the real words of real people. Deftly directed
interviews are forever captured to convey the vision
of a corporate CEO, the enthusiasm of a satisfied
customer, the driving ambition of a star athlete or
Debra Vajcner, LMFT
the warm gratitude of someone who was “rescued”
Member & Past President, OC-CAMFT
by a charitable organization. Raw and edgy
or lyrical and elegant, these interviews
Effects that Serve the Story
are interwoven to create a story that’s
Which isn’t to say that at Vision4Media we don’t
forceful, organic and remarkably honest.
use special effects. From national commercial
A story that connects with audiences at
campaigns for the University of California, Los
the most emotional level.
Angeles to interactive kiosks for the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, our stunning multi-layer effects have
I am writing to offer my
graced a vast array of eye-catching and award-winning productions. But we
highest recommendation for
always remember that effects are only “special” when they enhance – rather
than distract from – your story.
producer David Bojorquez.

“

UCLA has commissioned
several projects from David...
David’s entire team is
professional, conscientious and
hard working. And they are a
delight to work with.”

Jan Klunder
Former Executive Director
University Communications
UCLA

Are You Ready to Tell Your Story?
When you work with Vision4Media, you know that every shot, every line
of unrehearsed or dramatic dialogue and every effect is specifically crafted
to showcase your story. Whether you’re looking to create a commercial,
PSA, documentary, fund-raising film, marketing DVD or a high definition
production for the web, we have the experience and the award-winning,
creative skills necessary to tell your story the way it was meant to be told.

Conscious Filmmakers®
Telling Your Story
call (310)

309-2429

